Post Event Report to ALCA
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30 April 2020

Figure 1 members of the Netherlands Laser Radial Team inlcuding World Champion Marit Bouwmeester (2nd from left) at
the conclusion of the 2020 ILCA Laser Radial Women’s ChWorld Chamspionship, February 2020, Sandringhma Yacht Club.

This report is prepared by the Victorian Laser Association1 (VLA) and submitted to the
Australian Laser Class Association (ALCA) as a record of outcomes of the 2020 Laser Summer
of Sailing held in Victoria during January, February and March 2020.

1

Laser 2020 Organising Committee: James Mitchell, Joby Graves, Peter Merritt, Jack Graves, Chris Mitchell, Steve
Gunther and Neville Beeson with significant and crucial contributions from another ten VLA members and class
supporters.
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Summary of Events
This report relates to the conduct of the following Australian, Oceania and World Laser class
sailing championships.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2020 Australian Laser Championships
2020 Oceania Laser Championships (conducted by Australian Sailing as part of Sail
Melbourne)
2020 ILCA Laser Standard Men's World Championship
2020 ILCA Laser Radial Women's World Championship
2020 ILCA Laser Radial Men's World Championship
2020 Oceania and Australian Laser Masters Championships
2020 ILCA Laser Masters World Championships.

Highlights
The Laser “Summer of 2020” will be remembered by the participants, race management and
volunteers as a demanding, highly competitive series of regattas sailed under exemplary race
management from outstanding facilities.
Sailors with their supporting teams, coaches, fitness and medical staff started arriving in
Melbourne in early September 2019 and many remained over the summer, departing at the
conclusion of their respective championships.
They enjoyed facilities and race and event management of international standard and had the
opportunity to get to know Melbourne over their extended stay. Each Regatta cohort
represented the world’s best sailors for the class. As the Standard Men’s and Radial Women’s
classes are the single-handed dinghies used at the Olympic Games, many sailors where vying
for selection by their country to be their representative at the Tokyo Games.
Whilst the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the indefinite postponement of the
Masters Worlds Regatta, 32 international Masters had already arrived in Geelong and were
able to compete at the preceding Oceania & Australian Masters Championship.

Figure 2 Philpip Buhl after winning the 2020 ILCA Laser Standard Men's Championship,
February 2020, Sandringham Yacht Club.
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Number of Sailors and Coaches
A total of 1,149 sailors and 202 coaches registered for the Regattas. The breakdown
per Regatta is set out below.
Regatta

Entrants Countries Represented Coaches

Australian

274

25

54

Oceania

166

30

50

Standard Men's

124

44

46

Radial Women's

107

40

45

Radial Men's

69

11

5

Oceania Masters

113

32

0

World Masters2

296

25

2

In addition, the Victorian Laser Championships, held November 13-14 at SYC, attracted 153
sailors and provided an excellent lead up event for the National and Worlds Championships
to follow.

Venue Success - SYC
The first five abovementioned Regattas where conducted at the Sandringham Yacht
Club. The world class facilities of the club enabled it to accommodate the huge
population of Lasers and coach boats on site which peaked at 300 boats between
regattas. Furthermore, with the cooperation of Bayside Council off site vehicle and
boat trailer parking was available close the club. Container storage was made available
by a local business. Each of these arrangements providing international teams with
convenient logistics solutions.
Essential to any major sailing regatta between 40 and 60 volunteers are required each
race day to conduct the sailing. Sandringham Yacht Club, in close cooperation with
other supporting sailing clubs was able to identify, train and deploy the required
volunteers. Together with International Jury present at each Regatta and local Race
Management the venue was widely complemented for the quality of the competition.
The willingness of the SYC office bearers, management and staff to support the Laser
2020 Committee, PSA, sailors, country teams, the volunteers and spectators created a
strong bond, friendly atmosphere and an open working relationship.

2

Whilst the Masters World Championship scheduled to be held at Geelong from 19 March 2020 was indefinitely
postponed, 32 international sailors competed at the preceding Regatta.
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Figure 3 Race Management Volunteers at Sandringham Yacht Club, February 2020.

Venue Success - RGYC
Royal Geelong Yacht Club (RGYC) was the venue for the Laser Masters regattas. RGYC
had successfully conducted the Festival of Sails, Nacra 17, 49er and 49erFX Australian
and World Championships in the weeks before the scheduled Laser regattas. The club
offered ideal facilities for the conduct of the Masters regattas with extensive boat park,
beach launching, relaxed club atmosphere and proximity to the accommodation,
shopping, cafes and restaurants of the town centre within walking distance. Offsite
trailer storage was arranged nearby. Significant investments in new rescue boats and
race management equipment was further enhanced by boats, equipment and
volunteers from other sailing clubs on the Bellarine Peninsula, McCrae and elsewhere
to prepare for the two trapezoid courses required for the Masters Worlds. Volunteer
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training was conducted by RGYC in the preceding 12 months on various race
management, course laying and rescue disciplines.
Volunteer support was again essential and, after a long summer of events, challenging.
Ultimately, through the efforts of the RGYC, VLA and many other sailing clubs, the
required Volunteers were recruited and played their role with distinction. RGYC
support at all levels was again critical and welcomed.

Figure 4 Volunteers at the Oceania & Australian Laser Masters, Royal Geelong Yacht Club, March 2020

Race Management
Victorian based, internationally qualified race management officials were supported by
World Sailing and ILCA officials to deliver a very high standard of race management
across each Regatta. International Jury presided at the Australian Championships and
each of the World Championships.

Sport Development Outcomes
School visits
From 2-4 December Sandringham East and Hampton primary schools were
provided with an introduction to sailing at Sandringham Yacht Club (SYC). In
total 150 students enjoyed day sessions with instruction provided by SYC
yachting academy. It is hoped this experience will encourage them to partake in
sailing as a sport or recreation.
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Coaching clinics
Hosting the regattas in Victoria provided a point of focus for Victorian sailors.
The VLA conducted an extensive training program over the preceding 18
months utilising professional coaches at a range of sailing clubs around Port
Phillip and the Bellarine Peninsula.
Upskilling of Volunteers
Over 100 Volunteers were rostered through the events and some of these
individuals gained not only valuable experience at a high-level sailing regatta,
but the attainment of useful qualifications as a prerequisite for their
involvement.
Alignment with “Active Victoria”3
a. More active – how did the event increase the proportion of Victorian’s to
participate in sport?
The regattas provided Victorians with a rare opportunity to sail against the
world’s best in local waters. The large number of race management
volunteers stimulated participation and activity.
b. More diverse and inclusive - how did the event promote inclusion?
These events collectively catered for all ages and genders. The Laser
dinghy’s three sail sizes support the diversity and inclusiveness objectives.
Diversity and inclusion were also a feature of the international participants
and the race management volunteers.
c. Robust, flexible, sustainable and affordable – how did the event offer
flexible and affordable choices to encourage participation and/or attendance?
In selecting the event dates, VLA collaborated with Australian Sailing and the
organising team for the Australian Youth Sailing Championships which were
conducted in January. This quick turnaround between events ensured
families and sailors could reduce the time taken off work and other
commitments whilst also reducing their accommodation costs for the
layover period between the two events.
Honorary membership rights were provided by the yacht clubs allowing
utilisation of the club’s facilities free of charge during the events.
Performance Sailcraft Australia supplied charter boats to interstate and
overseas sailors which saved them transport costs thus making it more
affordable for them to partake.

3

“Active Victoria” is the strategic framework for sport and recreation in Victoria 2017-2021 as published by Sports and
Recreation Victoria.
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d. Broad-based and connected – what strategies were in place to maximise
pathways and connections across the sport?
The VLA has been extremely proactive in tapping into the next generation of
sailors. Throughout 2019 VLA ran multiple ‘Try a Laser days’ to encourage
the next generation of sailors to choose the Laser as their next boat.

Visitation and ticket sales details
The Laser 2020 Summer of Laser Sailing achieved 1,149 entries. Including coaches, associates
and volunteers the total number of participants is estimated to be:
•
•
•
•

853 attending sailors (excludes World Masters)
200 coaches
420 associates (partners/family, estimate at 50% of participants)
1,473 PARTICIPANTS FROM 44 COUNTRIES

Estimated Economic Impact
The VLA is confident the initial estimates of economic impact, made as part of our
submissions to Sponsors, will be exceeded and quantified by the Economic Survey being
undertaken by the Evaluation Team / Outcomes, Performance and Evaluation / Inclusion
Group of the Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions as a consequence of:
•

•

Un-forecast extended length of stay – many teams arrived in Melbourne in September
2019, 3 months before the first World Championship event, to familiarise themselves
with the venue, confirm logistics arrangements and participate in lead up events
arranged by the VLA such as the 2020 Victorian District Championships and the 2020
Australian Laser Championships, both held at Sandringham.
Team size – in addition to the expected coach support, many of the country teams
travelled to Melbourne with fitness and medical support staff. This will have resulted in
un-forecast room nights and equipment expenditure in the local community.
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Figure 5 Ken Hurling, President of the Australian Laser Class Association presenting the Australian Standard Men's
Championship trophy to Matt Wearn (Australia’s Olympic representative in the Laser Standard)

Issues, Challenges, opportunities and recommendations
Managing cash flow
Event funding provided by Visit Victoria was crucial in enabling the VLA, as Event
Manager for all Regattas, to engage and commit to forward bookings for all aspects of
the event delivery. This included in relation to the Host Club agreements, logistics
providers, catering logistics, functions, equipment supply and the engagement of
media management and photography services.

Early arrival of sailors
The early arrival of the international teams, whilst providing a welcome boost to
economic stimulus, resulted in an extended period of impact on the Host Clubs. This
required the cooperation of club members and the commercial businesses which
deliver services on club grounds. The commitment of the Host Clubs to manage these
impacts, together with the cooperation of the Bayside Council and local businesses
enabled this extended stay to be accommodated.
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Figure 6 Lasers ready for distribution to sailors competing at the 2020 Laser Standard Men's Championship, Sandringham
Yacht Club, February 2020. All sailors are required to use provided equipment at this Regatta.

Volunteer fatigue
With between 40 and 60 volunteers required every race day and with several events
following one another, volunteer fatigue was a real risk. Proactive roster management
and careful support to the Volunteers ensured the required volunteers with the correct
skills where available throughout.

Weather
Bushfire smoke and some extreme weather conditions such as thunder, lightning and
hailstorms impacted a few days of the Regattas. The risk management approach
undertaken by the VLA and the host clubs ensured the events where managed
appropriately to avoid any impact to competitors.

Event Management
VLA volunteers undertook all aspects of the event management for all except the
Oceania Laser Championship (conducted by Australian Sailing with VLA support). For
the regattas held at Sandringham, all Race Officials and International Jury were billeted,
enhancing their regatta experience. Both initiatives achieved significant cost savings.

COVID-19 impact
On March 13, 6 days before the schedule start of the 2020 ILCA Laser Masters World
Championship, the VLA, Royal Geelong Yacht Club and the International Laser Class
Association took the decision to indefinitely postpone the Regatta. The decision was
based on a risk assessment which considered the progressive tightening of social
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controls and the knowledge approximately 150 sailors and International Jury members
were about to board flights and enter Australia. 24 hours later the Australian
Government banned events of 500 people or more and a few days later additional
social distancing and stay at home orders were introduced.

Figure 7 Downwind action at the 2020 Laser Radial Women's World Championship, Sandringham, February
2020.

Financial support
The VLA gratefully acknowledges the support provided by the following Sponsors. Their
support was essential to both securing the rights to host the Regattas and the VLA’s ability to
conduct them at the level of professionalism expected of international events.
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Laser 2020 Media Report

Figure 8 Start line scene from the 2020 Oceania & Australian Laser Masters Championship, Geelong.

The media strategy for the Laser 2020 Summer of Sailing was successful in getting
information about the events distributed to and published by media outlets throughout
the world. We achieved very high levels of penetration throughout Europe and the USA.

Journalists on Site
The event attracted journalists from five different countries, all of whom took advantage
of the media centre and the media boat that was supplied for them. The countries
represented were Japan (two journalists and two photographers), The Netherlands (a
journalist and a photographer), Denmark (television journalist), Greece and Hungary
(both photojournalists). A journalist from Australian Sailing, the governing body of
sailing in this country, was also in attendance.

Television
In total, 10 different countries aired footage of the events. They were Denmark, The
Netherlands, Japan, Estonia, Russia, Italy, France, Finland and Germany.

Print
There were two reports about the event carried in News Limited publications in
Australia. In addition, various sailing magazines have indicated they will be publishing
stories. These include Bulkhead magazine (Japan), Voiles et Voiles (France), Yachts and
Yachting (UK), Afloat and Sails Magazine (Australia).
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Websites
We were successful in getting full race reports on to the major sailing websites
worldwide, most daily. In total, we had reports published on 38 sailing websites.
With monthly readership of between 150,000 and 250,000, the major sites are
Scuttlebutt, Sailing Anarchy, Sail World and LuvMyBoat. All carried the reports.
In addition, all the major regional sites carried the reports. These have readership of
between 40,000 (Mysailing in Australia, for example) and 80,000 (Eurosail News).
Sites which carried the reports were Mysailing (AUS), LiveSailDie (NZ), Eurosail (UK),
Voiles et Voiles (France), Bulkhead (Japan), Real Sailing (Denmark), Baad (Germany),
Sailing News (USA), Sail Web (UK), Afloat (Ireland) and The Daily Sail (UK).
The Laser2020 web site acted as a portal for all the Regattas. In the period 1 November
2019 to 30 March 2020 the site had 19.2k Unique Visitors, 15.3kVisits and 41.2k Page
Reviews. Peak activity occurred in the 1 January to mid-February period. Traffic by
device was: 50% mobile, 42% desktop and 8% Tablet. Visits by Source was: 41% Google,
31% Direct, 6% Sandringham yacht Club, 5% Aus Laser Nationals and 17% Other. The
site was visited from more than 43 countries.

Figure 9 Start line action 2020 ILCA Laser Standard Men's World Championship, Sandringham Yacht Club, March 2020

National Liaisons
We also built a list and communicated with the Media Liaison Officer for teams from
most of the major competing countries. There were 13 people on the list, from
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Australia, Canada, Croatia, Denmark, Estonia, France, Great Britain, Hungary, Ireland,
Italy, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Slovenia and the USA.
These people ran the reports on their sailing team’s website and in some cases also on
the country’s Olympic site.

Sailor Interviews
Respected Laser coach, Jon Emmett, created 20 video interviews with sailors at all Laser
events which were posted to ILCA, Laser 2020 and the host club Facebook pages. In
total, close to 200,000 views of the 20 interviews were recorded worldwide, with
numbers continuing to rise as more people found the interviews on YouTube or Jon's
own channel.
The most viewed to date were the interviews with World Champions Philipp Buhl
(60,000 views) and Marit Bouwmeester (40,000 views).
These interviews were used for the 30 March edition of the World Sailing Show
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OJYnRr3oh7s).

Photography
JonWest Photography was engaged for all Regattas. Quality action images were
published with each daily media report and via the event web site. Each image was
watermarked with “Melbourne” for the events held at SYC and “Victoria” for the Geelong
events. Over the 3-month regatta period there were approximately one million views of
photos per month. A supporting Instagram account reached 143,000 people and
received 15,404 likes.

Figure 10 Tokyo Olympics mascot "Miraitowa" visited courtesy of the Japanese Consul General. Mr.
Kazuyoshi Matsunaga. Pictured with James Sly, Boating Manager, Sandringham Yacht Club.
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Laser 2020 App
The Laser 2020 mobile phone App had 3,957 downloads with 2,585 unique users from
18 countries in the 30 days ending 23 March 2020. The maximum daily usage was 1,276
on 26th February 2020 when the results splitting the Radial Women’s gold and silver
fleets were published. The “Local Guide” feature, which provided information on
businesses around the host club generated the following actions directly from the App:
•
•
•

63 phone calls
36 text messages
320 website views.

Summary
Collectively the event was successful in bringing video, photographs and reports to
sailing audiences in 18 different countries of the world and the web site serviced sailors
from 40 countries. While it is impossible to quantify the total reach, the sailing websites
alone reach a cumulative audience in excess of 1.5 million people. All events were
featured on all the major sites.
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